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	How do you define a moral person: Probably someone who does good acts and obeys the law
	How would you rate your moral reasoning from 1 immoral to 1 O completely moral: 6
	How are your social relationships with friendsfamilycolleagues: I don't get along with my family that well. They're just really strict, but my mates are super fun and we do stuff together all the time. I don't have any brothers, but they're a pretty good match I imagine. 
	Do you consider yourself to be a more optimistic or pessimistic person Why: Probably more pessimistic. This world kinda sucks, and there's bad stuff happening all the time, so I think a lot of positive people are just trying to cope, and aren't really being realistic. 
	You are a failing an important required class that you despise and struggle to understand Your final on line exam is coming up and you can cheat without anyone ever knowing Do you do so in order to pass: Yeah I probably would. School systems are pretty corrupt and self-serving anyway, and I find academics difficult. It's not like I'd cheat to get a high score or anything, I'd just do the minimum to pass. 
	You have a close friend who is incredibly supportive and someone you have known for years However their sense of humor isnt always appropriate and sometimes they can be very rude to others You feel uncomfortable  what do you do Do you speak up or laugh along: I would speak up if I knew they'd be chill with it. I don't want to upset them unecessarily. Just because they make bad jokes doesn't mean they're a bad person. Others can definitely toughen up a bit too, people are going soft these days. 
	Youre driving home at night in heavy rain and a drunk man stumbles onto the road You try to stop but you manage to hit him As a result you pull and over and check on his condition to which you discover he is dead You have a good job family and no criminal record and the man looks as if he is homeless You know that this case could be easily swept under the rug if not reported What do you choose to do: I'd like to think that I'd turn myself in, but realisticially, I probably wouldn't. My Dad was a drunk, and it's awful to be around. If he was homeless he likely wouldn't be missed all that much, as harsh as that sounds. 
	Youve just had a great meal at your favorite restaurant When you finish paying and walk out with the bill away from distractions of the busy atmosphere you notice that the server significantly undercharged you What do you do Do you go back with the correct change: No definitely not. That was their mistake, and I could use the change for something good. 
	You have a good relationship with your neighbors and have relied on them many times across the years of living opposite them However theyre beginning to throw loud parties on the weekends and you think that theyre starting to deal drugs One night you witness an exchange on their back porch which confirms your suspicion Not only this but these drugs are highly illegal You can dob them in anonymously or leave it  what do you do: No, I would leave it. What they do is their business. I have friends who deal hard drugs and they're fine. Just don't stick your nose where it doesn't belong. That doesn't mean that I agree with that they're doing (I don’t), but sometimes it's just not your place. 
	One day at work your boss comes to you asking if he can access confidential records for business purposes You have been specifically instructed by the security and administration teams that you do not have permission to show these records to anyone Your boss wont say what this is for but claims he has been granted permission to view them These records are very important and you feel uncomfortable granting him access without explicit written or verbal permission from the teams However you dont want to disappoint as your boss is considering promoting you at the moment and at the end of the day he is your boss  what do you do.0: I'd ask him for specific evidence, and if he can't provide it, then I would say no. Power hungry people don't mean anything to me, and I'd probably get fired for disobeying the security/admin teams. 
	One day at work your boss comes to you asking if he can access confidential records for business purposes You have been specifically instructed by the security and administration teams that you do not have permission to show these records to anyone Your boss wont say what this is for but claims he has been granted permission to view them These records are very important and you feel uncomfortable granting him access without explicit written or verbal permission from the teams However you dont want to disappoint as your boss is considering promoting you at the moment and at the end of the day he is your boss  what do you do.1: Yeah, saving 5 people is better than saving 1. 
	One day at work your boss comes to you asking if he can access confidential records for business purposes You have been specifically instructed by the security and administration teams that you do not have permission to show these records to anyone Your boss wont say what this is for but claims he has been granted permission to view them These records are very important and you feel uncomfortable granting him access without explicit written or verbal permission from the teams However you dont want to disappoint as your boss is considering promoting you at the moment and at the end of the day he is your boss  what do you do.2: No, I’d save the one person I care about. 
	One day at work your boss comes to you asking if he can access confidential records for business purposes You have been specifically instructed by the security and administration teams that you do not have permission to show these records to anyone Your boss wont say what this is for but claims he has been granted permission to view them These records are very important and you feel uncomfortable granting him access without explicit written or verbal permission from the teams However you dont want to disappoint as your boss is considering promoting you at the moment and at the end of the day he is your boss  what do you do.3: Yeah I'd still push them off. It'd feel awful but I can't let majority die. 


